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SL23110
HeNe Power Supply

Our advanced SL23110 series units are DC input power supplies for HeNe lasers up to 15mW. These power supplies include 
all the benefits of our standard units - long life, maximum output and greater than 75% efficiency - with the addition of an active 
filter to reduce current ripple and noise. Additional heat sinking is not required for any units except those operating in the AE 
power range. Units in the AE power range provide approximately 7.5 square inches of heat sink.

The SL23110 includes an advanced active filter to reduce power supply output current noise to <1%. The SL23110 has an input 
voltage of 10-14VDC and is available in four power ranges from 2.5W to 25W. 

HeNe Power Supply Options
Active Filter - Can be engineered to a customer’s specific
needs, providing a reduction in ripple. Option A

Alden Connector - for use with anode and cathode
connections. Option Z

Ballast Module - typically a 82KOhm, 7W resistor
encapsulated in a tube 0.42” in diameter and 2.0” long;
ballast must be less than three inches from the anode of
the tube; maximum power that can be dissipated in
each module is 3.5W. Option L

CDRH Delay - for customers requiring a 3- to 5-second
delay in the start of the laser tube. Option B

Current Adjust, Internal (X) or External (C) - available with
a maximum adjustment range of  ±30% from a nominal point.

Decreased Line Voltage - input nominal voltage can go
down to 25% lower than the specified nominal with a  ±10%
line change capability. Option F

EMI Shielding - available at customer’s request. Option S
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